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ABSTRACT
Despite all attempts to improve software security, vulnerabilities are
still propagated within software. A growing body of research is looking into why developers are unable to develop secure software from
the beginning. However, despite this attention, research efforts on
developer challenges lack a coherent framework. We present a systematization of existing knowledge on the factors that make secure
software development challenging for developers. We evaluated 126
papers to develop a framework of challenges that includes 17 areas
of challenges in three dimensions of Human, Organizational, and
Technological. These areas appear to influence each other directly
and indirectly. Our work highlights the interplay of these areas and
their consequences for secure software development. We discussed
lessons learned from the framework, shed light on its role in assisting
practitioners, and proposed directions for future research.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Given that source code security vulnerabilities are the cause of many
security problems [25, 49, 80, 82], developers can help prevent security vulnerabilities by writing more secure code. Developers are often
blamed or considered “the weakest link”, however Green and Smith
state that “Developers are not the enemy" [40]. Developers play a
critical role in security because bad decision-making and errors in
coding have a huge impact on end-users and all those who rely on the
developers’ work [5, 40]. However, recent studies investigating the
root causes leading to the vulnerabilities rather than blaming the developers have shown that developers face a variety of challenges that
hinder them in engineering secure software. Researchers are now
calling for more developer-centered approaches [5, 40, 66, 103] toward SSE to understand why developers are unable to develop more
secure software. More importantly, we are facing a shift in developers’ demographics. Software development used to be a niche for
specially trained experts, but now everyone can be a developer [66]
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and make software available for millions of people. More than ever,
we need more human-centered1 [37] and user-centered approaches
to research2 to understand developers’ needs.
The absence of a comprehensive framework of developers’ challenges has motivated us to systematize knowledge around SSE. To
the best of our knowledge, our research is the first of its kind to attempt to create a comprehensive picture of such challenges. The most
relevant work is a survey of 49 papers by Tahaei and Vaniea [54],
which focused on developer-centered security and classified methodologies and discussed themes emerging from the literature. Our
paper presents the results of 126 papers and provides a framework
of developers’ challenges. Our paper reports a distinctive set of
themes extracted from the studies not included in the previous survey paper (e.g., the role of developer personality). Another relevant
work is a survey by Hamm et al. [41] that addresses methodological
approaches in user studies in computer security.
Our paper was developed using classification, systematization,
and organization. We evaluated the findings of 126 papers from 2007
to 2020 and classified developers’ challenges and problems. We used
the grounded theory [98] as the main method (§2) and then organized
findings by using an affinity diagram [26]. The developed framework
is shown in Fig 1. We built a framework of 17 areas of challenges that
show the multiple dimensions of developers’ problems in Human,
Organizational, and Technological sections. These sections, directly
and indirectly, influence each other. Some of these factors are more
important than others because they affect many other factors (e.g., the
role of managers, organizational culture, and attitudes and mindsets).
In addition, our findings suggest that some qualities of SSE make
SSE distinct from other types of software engineering.
Our paper contributes to current research in the following ways:
(1) Performing the first systematization of knowledge on developers’
challenges. (2) Identifying 17 developer-centered areas of challenges.
These areas of challenges are the role of personality, attitudes and
perceptions, deterrents, knowledge, experience, learning strategies,
security culture, requirements and policies, support and strategies,
structure and size, people in organization, interactions, APIs/libraries
and protocols, analysis tools, updates and upgrades, online platforms,
and languages. (3) Identifying the interplay among these challenge
areas. (4) Discussing how having a framework of problems can assist
practitioners and providing recommendations for how to use them.
(5) Discussing avenues of future research.
1

“Human-centered design is a group of methods and principles aimed at supporting the
design of useful, usable, pleasurable and meaningful products or services for people” [81,
p. 2].
2
The main difference that distinguishes human-centered design and user-centered design
from each other is the way they look at their target groups. In a user-centered approach,
only users are the subject of study, whereas in human-centered design (e.g., participatory
design, co-design, and co-creation) users are collaborators in research [74].
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2

METHODOLOGY

With the help of literature reviews guidelines [83], this SoK (Systematization of Knowledge) paper systematically [61] organized
published research papers. This systematization has been done based
on grounded theory for review of the literature [98]. The process
started with defining research criteria, determining resources, and
searching publication repositories, as well as using a snowball approach [45] (illustrated in Fig. 1 in §7). Our search queries found
2846 papers in SSE, and we selected 126 papers published between
2007 and 2020, based on our exclusion criteria.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria: We included papers that met
the following criteria: (1) must be a peer-reviewed journal article
or conference paper; (2) must be about SSE; (3) must discuss developers’ challenges in SSE; (4) could carry out user studies related
to developers’ studies related to SSE; (5) could discuss SSE about
other stakeholders and present developer-related challenges (i.e.,
managers, testers, white-hat hackers, designers, security audits); and
(6) could investigate developers’ behavior (e.g., papers analyzing
developer behavior on Stack Overflow). We excluded papers with the
following characteristics: (1) no discussion about security aspects
of technology; (2) no discussion of developers’ challenges; (3) does
not investigate security-related technology, (4) position papers and
extended abstracts (we were only interested in original research);
and (5) privacy-related papers.
Analysis: One researcher with expertise in UX research read all
of the papers and extracted each paper’s findings as direct codes.
We qualitatively analyzed data from papers and used an affinity diagram [26], which is a powerful tool for identifying, analyzing, and
acting on complex problems and large datasets. It is effective to visualize the emerged core categories [75]. This process identified three
main categories. Next, together with a researcher who specializes in
developer-centric security, the diagram was discussed and evaluated
qualitatively. The affinity diagram results were further discussed
with three other researchers. For any disagreement, authors listened
to everyone’s reasons and came to a consensus. Finally, three main
themes with sub-themes were identified as the main developers’
challenges in SSE (see table §8).

3

RESULTS

Based on our systematization, we developed a framework of 17 areas
of challenges that can affect the development of secure software in
three main dimensions of Human, Organizational, and Technological.
The framework shows how human, organizational, and technological
elements interact (Fig 1). A summary of our analysis is provided
in table §8. This table indicates papers cited in each category of
challenges.

3.1

Human

3.1.1 Role of Personality. Both extremely high and low confi-

dence3 levels are linked to more vulnerable software. Developers
who had never identified a vulnerability or consulted with a security
expert had less confidence in their ability to develop secure software [84]. Unsurprisingly, less confident developers underestimated
3

Confidence: The quality or state of being certain [51] in one’s knowledge or ability
about developing secure software.
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their ability to find vulnerabilities [86]. What is more, overconfidence led to developers’ inability to protect themselves against
further attacks or critically evaluate their own decisions [36]. Finally, confidence in the ability to detect security issues in Stack
Overflow snippets was sometimes misplaced, which prevented developers from referring to external resources or formally validating
the code [16].
Studies suggest an association between open-mindedness4 and the
abilities to spot and fix vulnerabilities and use security tools. It seems
lack of open-mindedness can prevent developers from developing
secure software. The results of a study based on a tabletop cybersecurity game [36] suggested that open-mindedness, together with
adaptability to the game inputs, could make up for insufficient security experience. As such, those non-security experts who criticized
themselves and their approaches frequently earned higher scores in
the game [36]. Some developers tended to trust code blindly if it
was from a reputable source like API documentation [62]. However,
when subjects were open-minded, they were less likely to get trapped
in API “blindspots”5 where potential vulnerabilities can arise [63].
Also, in [96] researchers found a positive correlation between developers’ inquisitiveness about security tools and their tendency to
adopt such tools.
Attitudes and Perceptions. Decisions and activities in organizations are guided by mindsets6 surrounding security. Security can
be seen as “a quality issue, a business value, a compliance obstacle,
a technical challenge, a liability problem, a technical feature, or a
sales pitch” [67, p. 2501], among other things. Such mindsets steer
decisions on the selection and implementation of security activities
and the ways security practices are incorporated into the routines of
development teams in organizations [67].
Developers’ security-related beliefs, mental biases, and perceptions could open doors for attackers. Some developers believed that
they do not need to use security tools because they rely on “reviews
or testing” by others in the same company [100]. Some developers
believed that their code was secure, while researchers found vulnerabilities in it. The researchers noted that the worst-case scenario could
happen when developers unintentionally released vulnerable code
with confidence [6]. Also, some developers had an optimistic bias
that could hinder SSE [9] (e.g., they thought that their applications
were not an attractive target for attackers [9, 10]).
Developers find security hard to grasp. Developers considered
security to be a complex concern [48, 102], as some information
about it is “vague, contradictory, and sparse” [48, p. 37]. Also, there
was no clear way to assess where there was “enough security” [47].
Developers believed that while their code had room for improvement,
it was secure enough.
Although there are wide extremes7 of security prioritization
across all phases of the development process [9], the majority of
the reported research points to security being at best a secondary
3.1.2

4

Open-mindedness: “Openness relates to intellectual curiosity and the ability to use
one’s imagination” [63, p. 323].
5
“An API security blindspot is a misconception, misunderstanding, or oversight on the
part of the developer when using an API function, which leads to a violation of the
recommended API usage protocol with possible introduction of security vulnerabilities” [63, p. 315].
6
A mental attitude or inclination [53].
7
We concentrate on developer challenges; therefore discussing when security was a top
priority is out of the scope of this paper.
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concern. Security was not a first-order concern in the eyes of developers [16, 90], not a priority in the developers’ mindset [59, 62], and
even remained a low priority among students (soon-to-be developers) [94]. Developers treated security as a secondary concern during
design decision-making [4] and code development [62]. Security
remains a secondary concern because of organizational factors. With
tight deadlines [28, 102], limited budget [102], and the absence of
value, reward, or monetary incentives [62] for SSE, developers did
not invest much time and effort into security [94]. Also, the friction
caused by other activities that developers usually engage in distracted them [67] and hindered the mental effort needed for security
thinking [62]. Developers believed that both the security work and its
connection with business goals was invisible [67]. Also, developers
perceived that security efforts could interfere with business logic or
complicate the software [65, 102].
Developers have perceptions toward security responsibilities that
could be linked to less security effort, such as security being: (1) not
their responsibility [16, 102]; (2) a shared responsibility [80, 100];
(3) the responsibility of all developers [10, 67]; (4) the responsibility
of team members or of the organization as a whole [47]; and (5) a
responsibility going even beyond the organization [47] (e.g., users
or third-party security companies [23]). When some developers had
a mindset that security was not a high priority or their responsibility,
they did not use their security knowledge [9].
3.1.3 Deterrents. Deterrents8 to engineering secure software are

a human type of challenge that resulted from different factors from
human, organizational, and technological dimensions. This section
provides all such factors, showing how negatively these three dimensions interplay and influence human factors. A lack of motivation
prevented developers from working on security. Not all developers had intrinsic motivation for security because it often fails to
pique developers’ interest in and of itself [67]. Some possible root
causes include optimistic bias, the inability to identify any perceived
loss [8, 10], and ambiguity as to whether effort spent on security, as
part of a company routine, could result in concrete value [67].
In terms of human dimensions, personal attitudes, interests, or perceptions could deter developers from SSE. Some such deterrents at
a personal level were seeing security as irrelevant to the developer’s
job [8, 10] or as others’ responsibility, lack of interest in security,
failure to see its value [8, 10], or a perceived conflict between proper
and secure coding [8, 10]. Additionally, developer’s perceptions,
mentioned in the last paragraph in section 3.1.2, acted as a deterrent.
In organizational dimensions, a lack of planning and support,
resource shortages, and a lack of knowledge can lead to developer
discouragement. The first group of deterrents in organizations includes “competing priorities and no plan,” lack of organizational
support [8–10], and lack of rules provided by government regulations and organizational policies [102]. The second group includes
resource shortages such as budget, time, and staff [8–10]. The third
group includes a lack of expertise [8–10] and awareness about security tool availability [8, 10]. The absence of formal security plans
and unfamiliarity with code analysis tools are the first and second
most frequently occurring deterrents among developers in organizations of various sizes [10]. However, the first and third groups were
more frequent in smaller companies [10].
8

“Deterrent: serving to discourage, prevent, or inhibit” [52].
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In terms of technological dimensions, security tools’ poor usability, high complexity, lack of integration with the development
environment, and high false-positive rates turn developers away from
automating security analysis of their code. Too many false positives
were very discouraging for some developers [96], who might stop
using analysis tools [44, 80]. Other deterrents that demotivated developers from using static analysis tools were “disjoint process”: having
to go outside of a code development environment to use a tool or see
the tool’s results [44], tools’ interface complexity [96], perceived
uselessness of tools, and lack of awareness of the tools [10]. Also,
the ways warnings were presented dissatisfied developers [44] (see
section 3.3).
Knowledge. Developers’ knowledge and willingness to seek
knowledge are important factors for SSE. Security knowledge is
linked to the developers’ mindset and behavior. Insufficient security
knowledge is correlated with the inability of developers to apply
security measures, implement these measures, and understand the
security implications of their choices. Developers’ unwillingness
to learn [90] and keep their knowledge up-to-date [58] were issues
when it comes to promoting security awareness. Also, many developers had no security-related education and sought more knowledge
when they faced security issues at work [17]. In [59], having security
knowledge by participants did not mean that this knowledge was
applied. Participants with little or no security understanding, on the
other hand, were able to come up with secure implementations.
In many small companies, insufficient security knowledge among
developers is linked to their inability to engineer secure software. In
the wide spectrum of developers’ knowledge, some developers did
not have new or updated knowledge [50] and, in some companies,
there were no expectations for developers to have security knowledge [9]. Those who worked in small companies tended to have less
knowledge about secure coding than their counterparts in medium
to large companies [100]. Due to not having enough security knowledge, developers were unable to implement security measures [23]
or, worse, cases of misunderstanding had far more impact on making
code less secure than simple mistakes [85], and developers could
not reliably engineer secure software [9].
A lack of security knowledge can also adversely influence developers’ mindsets, behaviors, and actions. Lack of knowledge and
false confidence were reasons for some developers mistakenly believing that their code was secure and being unable to recognize
vulnerabilities in it [95]. Even if developers were able to implement
some security measures, they failed to understand the threats [93],
disregarded the value of implementing security measures [8], or employed “lax security practices”9 [9]. When developers were unable
to understand the security implications of different implementation
and design options, they got frustrated and chose easy but insecure
actions [50]. Finally, developers’ lack of security knowledge prevented them from properly evaluating security-related code snippets
from Stack Overflow [16].
Knowledge of security and security analysis tools is correlated
with their usage. Developers had different levels of awareness of
3.1.4

9

“Security is not considered in the design stage, Security is not a priority during
implementation, Developers do not test for security, and Security is not considered
during code review” [9, p. 291].
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analysis tools. Some developers used them without a complete understanding of tool functionality [9]. Developers’ lack of security
knowledge could result in tool misuse, which led to insecure solutions [95]. The number of times program analysis tools were used
was significantly correlated with developers’ familiarity with them
as well as their amount of focus on security [24], which means better
understanding of analysis tools led to higher adoption rates and trust
in the tools’ abilities to find bugs and vice versa [24].
Experience. The correlation between years of work and coding experience and SSE is still unclear. In [31, 63], the amount of
programming experience a developer had does not correlate with
improved accuracy or efficacy when it came to discovering security
vulnerabilities in code. Another study found that professional developers wrote code that was, while more functional, not necessarily
more secure than code produced by (less experienced) students [4].
However, the samples of these studies were not representative for
generalization, so this finding requires more investigation (see §4).
The appearance of different types of security vulnerabilities did not
seem to correlate significantly with either developers’ experience in
years or in completed security training [63, 85].
Although experience seems not to correlate with tool usage, specific experience with tools showed a positive correlation with developing secure software. While a research team reported a link
between the amount of experience in software development and
the adoption of security tools after their qualitative study [96], they
could not confirm the correlation in a follow-up survey [97]. They
found that experienced and inexperienced developers did not differ
in terms of using security tools [97]. For achieving the best outcomes
of a static analysis tool (SAT), it seems essential to have experience
with tools besides general security experience [15].
Having security experience could increase self-efficacy, long-term
awareness about security, and use of security tools. More experience with finding vulnerabilities or working with security experts
led to increased “secure-development self-efficacy” among developers [84]. Experiencing real security issues, e.g., a security breach,
increased developers’ awareness and concerns about security in the
long run [10]. Also, experiences of having their systems hacked
pointed developers toward using security tools [100].
The correlation between experience with programming and the
ability to write secure code remains unclear. On one hand, a survey
of 307 GitHub users [6] found that when security background was
not a significant factor, years of experience in programming Python
was a significant factor in producing more secure code. On the other
hand, in a mixed-methods field study with 43 freelancers [58] and a
replication of it [27], the difference in the years of Java experience
was not a significant factor.
3.1.5

Learning Strategies. Developers can take various paths to
obtain security knowledge, but can struggle to make connections between learned knowledge and the current security problems they face.
While a traditional way to learn about security is taking securityrelated courses [17, 57, 62], this path does not appear to be the most
common. Out-of-class education might include reading research
papers [42], attending conferences [17], attending corporate training [17, 57], or certification [17]. Specifically for learning about
cryptography, educational approaches include being involved in
crypto standards groups [42], taking Coursera courses [56], and
3.1.6
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reading books [56]. When developers have formal security training,
they were more likely to spot security-related issues in the code
(known as “blindspots”) [62]. Nevertheless, it was difficult for developers to find correlations between theorized vulnerabilities learned
about in school and the security problem at hand [62]. Additionally,
in [59] even when developers intended to save passwords securely,
they usually did it insecurely due to outdated methods they learned.
Despite the fact that security is a rapidly changing field, participants
did not keep their knowledge up to date.

3.2

Organizational

3.2.1 Security Culture. Security culture10 in an organization can

contribute to SSE. in a study of three large companies,11 the companies ranged from those with a “security first” corporate culture to
others where security wasn’t always the primary priority for each
business unit [20]. One of the most important deciding factors in
encouraging security in development and motivating developers to
use new security tools was determined to be the company’s security culture [97, 100, 102]. Mature, strong cultures around security
led to more thorough SSE and testing processes [42]. Moreover,
such a culture was linked to shifting developers’ attitudes toward
considering security to be a shared responsibility [9]. However, the
culture in some companies discouraged developers from buying new
security tools via a lengthy authorization process [100]. In [9], the
security-inattentive group,12 had a company culture that typically did
not include security, and as a result, developers frequently assigned
security responsibility to a single person or team.
Developing a security culture requires internal and external motivations. The internal motivations include beliefs about the importance of security [42], and the external motivations include gaining a
larger market share or requirements from the customer [42]. Having
security-related workshops [7, 46, 67, 88] can built such motivations.
However, as long as security practices are not part of the “ostensive
and performative aspects of organizations,”13 workshops’ effects
could be short-term and not lead to security practices becoming
routines at the organization [67].
3.2.2 Requirements and Policies. Lack of clear security-related

task descriptions could lead to less security work. For some developers, when responsibilities and roles defined in the teams had conflicts
with applying security, they did not follow best practices [9]. Developers paid attention to security only if asked to do so [101, 102] by
either the design requirements [101], their clientele [18, 57, 58, 101],
their superiors’ expectations [97], or regulations [101]. Developers
in [28] reported that they faced lack of general security guidelines
and nobody in the company was in charge of ensuring that these
security requirements were followed.
While some factors help developers to see security needs, developers reported a lack of visibility. Security is a quality requirement,
10

“The beliefs and social norms surrounding security and security tools in a company” [100, p. 1100]
11
14,000 and 300,000 employees
12
“The group who barely considered security or did not consider it at all” [9, p. 283]
13
“The ostensive aspect of a routine embodies what we typically think of as the structure.
The performative aspect embodies the specific actions, by specific people, at specific
times and places, that bring the routine to life. [34, p. 94]
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which makes it invisible in agreements between managers and developers. Elements such as external triggers (e.g., customer feedback)
made security more visible [67]. Developers, regardless of their
knowledge about security, were reluctant to apply their knowledge
when security was invisible; therefore, it is required to explicitly
request security [59]. Assal et. al, [9] suggested that security needs
to be included in company culture and policies, and promoted from
the higher echelons of the organization. Seeing a higher need for
security was a reason developers showed a tendency to use more
security assurance and run updates more often [89].
Code can be made more secure through company policies. Adopting concrete security policies increased code security [27] as shown
also in [100]. Security tools were employed by all participants who
were required to use them. Policies such as limiting tool training to a
specific group in the team negatively affected developers’ mindsets
because it made them feel less responsible for secure software [100].
In addition, developers reported “security standards are informal,
verbal ‘best practices’ [100, p. 1099]” in their organization. For instance, in some organizations there were no official policies on using
security tools or reviewing warnings in a timely manner [13].
Support and Strategies. Lack of organizational necessary
resources plays a crucial role in preventing developers from SSE.
Examples of resources included budget [9], external penetration
testers [9], knowledgeable security experts [9, 80], and security
tools [100]. Another required support was budgeting time to do
proper security development and testing while not delaying the
product’s release date [42]. Lack of such support could lead to
violating best practices and increasing the security team’s burden
significantly. As a result, there would be more chances of security
vulnerabilities as well as the loss of valuable employees on the
security team [9]. Furthermore, lack of resources might be the reason
developers thought their applications were vulnerable in spite of
satisfaction with their practices [10].
Security work is different in each development stage. In the security development life cycle, more security-related work is done in
the implementation stage in comparison with analysis, test, review,
and post-development test phases. Also, more security work is done
in the design stage compared to analysis and review ones [10]. In
the design phase, there is a shortage of security experts [21]. Security considerations in the design stage can be ad hoc, as developers
(non-security experts) are responsible for them, and if they fail to
pick security-sensitive features, they might be ignored [9, 21].
3.2.3

3.2.4 Structure and Size. Integrating security into the organiza-

tional structure is a useful strategy in SSE. If security is not built
into the structure of the organization, it could fail to be integrated
into organizational routines [67]. The success of integrating security
work in organizational routines depended entirely on the perceptions
that people in an organization held toward security [67]. Organizational structure affected whether developers felt responsible for
security, with developers who knew there were experts in their organization specifically responsible for software security having a
relaxed attitude toward security [102].
Security implementation motivation appears to be linked to the
size of the company. Company size correlated with developers’ motivations [10]. In smaller companies, developers were less motivated
to implement security because they were not prepared for security
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work and lacked a plan to strike a balance between different priorities [10]. In addition, developers in smaller companies relied on
social networks and search engines to look up information related to
developing secure software, whereas in larger companies developers
could seek answers from security experts at their company [17].
During the software development life cycle, the team context might
have an impact on the code review process [28].
3.2.5 Role of Individuals in Organization . Individuals play a

role in influencing the routines and activities inside the company.
Managers’ mindsets, behaviors, and decisions correlated with
developers’ behavior and decision-making. Managerial roles were
important for several reasons: (1) Their decisions affected the final
product, because they could exercise discretion to approve a release
despite the presence of security vulnerabilities [80]. (2) What was
eventually built is what managers told developers to build, even if
developers had an interest in putting more effort into security [9].
For instance, economic considerations around product development
could result in security flaws being sometimes intentionally added
and/or overlooked to satisfy stakeholder requirements [65], or sometimes, managers cared about security aspects when “negative publicity [arose] from an application compromise” [99]. (3) Developers
looked at what their managers expected them to do, sharing their
mindset about security [67]. For instance, security is a non-functional
requirement that managers still considered an implicit quality along
with usability and maintainability—a mindset imitated by developers [67]. Without explicitly mentioning security, managers expected
development teams to build secure software [67]. (4) They helped
form a security culture and policies to foster such a culture (e.g.,
encouraged developers and security experts to collaborate, or offered
security-related classes [100]).
Peers, experts, and champions influence code security. Recommendations of new software tools by peers and managers were more
effective and trustworthy than other information sources [97]. Also,
security expert or champion involvement in project teams resulted
in a greater number of crypto API defects, likely due to teams using
more cryptography [89]. The number of these issues is not a result
of security requirements or assurance technique usage [89]. The
involvement of security experts/champions is a reason developers
used more security assurance and ran updates more frequently [89].
3.2.6 Interactions. Developers face challenges in interacting and

communicating with others in the organization. For instance, there
is a lack of effective communication between different stakeholders
in product teams responsible for designing security features, which
could lead to more tension [21].
Developer and security expert interaction could affect the former’s
attitudes, tool adoption, and decision-making. Fixing vulnerabilities
was not just a matter of having security knowledge or working harder
on the part of developers. Instead, new ways of collaboration between developers and security experts were needed [65]. Interactions
with security experts (1) caused developers to feel more responsible for the security aspects of their work [97, 100] due to more
social pressure from the security team as the latter reviewed and
audited their code [100], (2) increased developers’ interest in using
security tools [97], and (3) facilitated decision-making around security with regards to costs, tools, and time, among other things [90].
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However, these interactions were challenging and needed to be facilitated [80, 92].
Interactions in organizations are associated with many conflicts
and coordination challenges. Conflicts between auditors and developers could result in leaving vulnerabilities in the software [80].
When fixing vulnerabilities required the approval of several teams
of stakeholders like developers, managers, etc., (e.g., convincing
developers to see the real harms and serious vulnerabilities in the
software) [80], the teams’ diverging interests could lead to vulnerability fixes being delayed. Communication with developers about
detected vulnerabilities in their code was challenging due to different findings: (1) security directors or consultants needed to find
effective means of communication to motivate developers to firstly
acknowledge and secondly fix vulnerabilities [80], (2) security experts needed to be mindful of developers’ feelings when pointing
out security vulnerabilities in their code [80], (3) hackers and testers
thought they should be open-minded and adopt a respectful tone
with developers to prevent them from becoming defensive [86].

3.3

Technological

3.3.1

Security APIs/Libraries and Protocols. APIs/libraries14 in-

crease developer efficiency and promote code reuse. However, the
misuse of such tools can decrease the security of software (e.g., misuse in crypto APIs is a main cause of leaving Android applications
vulnerable [32]).
The complexity of crypto APIs could lead to their misuse, and
this challenge was compounded by poor API documentation. The
complexity of such APIs (e.g., absence of guidance for selecting
parameter values) sometimes made them too hard for developers
to learn and use [95]. For instance, APIs’ ambiguous underlying
implementations hindered developers’ ability to use the “sequence of
method calls & parameters” in the correct order [56] and assign values to parameters to use APIs [95]. Developers had difficulties identifying what API to use and setting up the environment [56], faced
inappropriate levels of API abstraction (e.g., too low-level) [56], and
encountered poor documentation [2, 56]. Developers faced a lack
of guidance to prevent API misuse (e.g., use of a constant string as
the “salt”) [95], missing code examples [2], poorly designed APIs
(e.g., misleading defaults and difficult debugging) [56], and a lack
of auxiliary features (e.g., secure key storage) [2]. The difficulties
mentioned above pushed developers to use potentially unreliable
online resources such as Stack Overflow or blogs [2]; these resources
often suggest insecure workarounds [2, 50]. We must consider that
developers tend to choose more usable APIs even if they are less
secure [95].
Developers’ difficulties with TLS result in security issues. Developers sometimes customized apps by deviating from the default
TLS certificate validation policies that are secure by default, which
resulted in a significant reduction of security [33]. Many developers
did not realize the dangers around insecure TLS connections. The
root causes seemed to be a lack of understanding of how and what
functions a TLS serves, a lack of usable TLS warning messages, and
poor support for self-signed certificates [33].
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3.3.2 Analysis Tools. Assistive tools facilitate finding security
vulnerabilities by saving time and effort in comparison with manually looking for bugs [44]. Most users of security tools are from
large companies [100]. Google [12, 13, 71, 72], Microsoft [24], and
Facebook [30] use static analysis tools (SATs) in the various stages
of software/app development. SATs, which are most often used to
find security issues [24], are associated with many difficulties for
developers.
Poor learnability and high complexity of SATs hinder their adoption by developers. Developers deemed security tools to be too
complex [96, 97] and suitable only for people who have security
expertise [79, 96]. Poor learnability of a security analysis tool affects
its adoption [96]. For instance, the biggest pain point for participants
in an study [24] was the mismatch between default settings and
developer needs.
Developers have difficulties finding a proper tool or incorporating it into their own workflow. Those who worked with dynamic
languages believed there were no good analysis tools for such languages [96]. In addition, it was difficult to find tools with support
for all relevant languages and frameworks being used in an organization [80]. Moreover, using tools required a “disjoint process” which
did not fit into developers’ routine coding behaviors [24, 44, 76]. A
lack of support for progress tracking and batch processing interfered
with developers’ workflows [76].
Other challenges with using analysis tools are high cognitive demand, insufficient provided details, and a lack of trust in the tools. To
fix vulnerabilities detected by the SATs, developers had to perform
large numbers of cognitively demanding tasks [77]. Besides that,
developers needed more information regarding potential vulnerabilities [76, 77] or else they had difficulty believing that reported
vulnerabilities were real, exploitable problems [77]. Even more,
some developers did not trust analysis tools with locating security
issues [9] or did not think such tools could find complicated issues,
such as reliability-related ones [24]. Developers need to receive
quicker feedback in real time [101] as long as this does not disturb
development workflow [44].
Analysis tools often require too much time, effort, knowledge, or
resources, which frustrates developers. Such tools were often viewed
as too costly [96], slow [24, 96] (e.g., slow performance in large
applications in modern static and dynamic analysis tools) [80], or
time-consuming [13, 79] (during installation, configuration, running,
and reading output [96]). Reviewing warnings, especially when
running a SAT for the first time, used too much time and effort [11,
13].
Warning messages from SATs assist developers in identifying and
addressing vulnerabilities, especially when the warnings are ranked
and prioritized by the SATs. Many developers fixed high-priority,
severe, new, and correctness-related warnings [12, 13]). But the
relevancy of low-priority warnings depended on the users’ context.
In addition, some elements such as project and/or organizational
characteristics (e.g., the amount of time they would prefer to invest) affected developers’ likelihood of reviewing and fixing flagged
issues. Another pain point for developers was the lack of proper
ranking of warnings [24] or a lack of vulnerability severity and priority score information [76]. Developers needed to give priority to
warnings about security and best practices [24], and it was important
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for them to have the ability to suppress [24, 28, 44] or filter some
warnings [43].
The prevalence of false positives appears to be the most important
usability pain point. SATs’ false-positive warnings were widely cited
as the main challenge for developers [9, 24, 43, 44, 80, 96]. Therefore, reducing false positives [43], along with excessive warnings,
appears to be the main avenue for increasing SAT adoption.
Poor quality and usability issues of SAT warnings also frustrate
developers. Developers considered warnings in analysis tools to
be poor in quality [24, 43, 44, 77]. This could be the result of (1)
weak visualizations and complexity of user interfaces [24], (2) poor
interface scalability in showing vulnerability sorting, vulnerabilities’
overlap, and visualization issues for large amounts of calls [76], (3)
overloading of IDE interfaces [28], (4) lack of adequate affordances
for assisting developers in navigating and managing reported issues,
(5) inaccurate analysis [76], and (6) irrelevance [9]. A recent study
showed that due to developer heterogeneity, there is no one warning
type that is preferable for all developers [28]. For instance, pop-ups
were disliked by participants with more programming experience,
but they were liked by those with less programming experience.
Developers have difficulties understanding, interpreting, and addressing warnings from analysis tools. Although some developers
tended to follow fix suggestions [77], tools did not provide enough
information about the nature of the issue [44, 76], the reason behind
it [44, 76], and how it could be fixed [24, 44, 76]. Tool outputs were
hard to read even for more experienced developers [15]. In addition
to having problems with understanding the results [96], the way
SATs described an issue might differ from how developers perceived
it. When provided with a better explanation, however, developers
could better understand the problem [43]. Moreover, developers
found it difficult to locate resources and documentation even when
links to outside material were provided, whether because the latter
had not been described adequately or the developers did not have
confidence in the material [76, 77]. Lastly, mismatched examples
and line numbers confused developers about the results and finding
the vulnerabilities [76].
3.3.3 Online Platforms. Previous studies showed that online plat-

forms are being used widely by developers. However, recent findings
showed that code examples in Q&A platforms may contain security vulnerabilities [1, 3, 22, 35]. Therefore, it is vital to understand
challenges developers face in using such technologies.
Developers turn to online platforms when facing problems. They
spend time reading online resources [56] and looking for online
advice [17] (e.g., OWASP was listed as a trustworthy platform for
security tasks [90]). An international community of developers has
formed as a result of Q&A15 platforms, and such interactions have
had a visible impact on software development practices around the
world [48]. Stack Overflow [64] and search engines were two major
resources for developers to find solutions for security-related problems [3]. Developers copied and pasted code from external resources,
of which Stack Overflow is the most common [35]. The fact that
Google, as the most popular search engine, put online resources
like Stack Overflow before official documentation encouraged developers to review unofficial documents before official ones [95].
15
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However, it is not straightforward to determine whether Stack Overflow causes more harm than good, since tracing vulnerable code to
Stack Overflow is not a surefire thing [35].
On the negative side, Stack Overflow contains many insecure
solutions that can impact SSE. Although it seems developers do
not accept all the provided information on Stack Overflow without
question [48], it can still introduce vulnerabilities into developers’
code. Some posts on Stack Overflow contain incorrect information
and cause errors in the code developers borrow from it, which could
negatively impact SSE [3, 35, 50]. App developers who used Stack
Overflow as an information resource produced significantly less
secure code in comparison to those who used other sources (e.g.,
books and official documentation). However, developers who used
Android documentation had much less functional code in comparison with developers who used Stack Overflow [3]. Also, on Stack
Overflow, while security-related questions were popular among developers, the Stack Overflow community often failed to provide
satisfying answers for programmers [69] in this area. Specifically,
in [35], the authors found that applications that used code snippets
from Stack Overflow contained, at the minimum, one vulnerable
code snippet. Another study showed that more than one-sixth of the
apps analyzed used code from Stack Overflow, of which the majority
included at least one insecure snippet [35]. Seekers could be directed
to and influenced by wrong answers simply because some posts from
popular responders receive more attention than others [50]. Finally,
many Stack Overflow code examples reviewed in [104] assumed a
level of knowledge and lacked complete explanation of the problem
(particularly for novice developers).
3.3.4 Updates and Upgrades. Using third-party libraries could

impact the security of the developed software [73]. Updates and
upgrades of these libraries play an important role in keeping software
secure. While finding security bugs acted as a motive for developers
to update their products [29, 73], they found it challenging to perform
updates of third-party cryptographic libraries [42].
Developers’ concerns prevent them from keeping up with updates. Reasons for not updating or upgrading libraries included (1) a
cost-benefit trade-off, (2) a lack of incentive when the app already
worked as intended [29], (3) the fear of breaking an already-working
app [73], (4) the fear of triggering Federal Information Processing
Standards Publication recertification [29, 42], (5) unfamiliarity with
advantages that updates bring [29], and (6) the belief that as long as
developers or users do not experience any problems, changes are not
needed [73]. Additionally, developers mentioned that there was a
lack of clarity on whose responsibility it was to upgrade the product
after the release [90].
3.3.5 Languages. More research is needed to better understand

the challenges that developers have with languages in SSE. The
result of a contest with 116 teams [70] showed that the best submitted
works used C/C++. Statically typed language submissions were less
likely to have security problems, and teams using a diverse range of
programming languages wrote code that was more secure. In another
contest [68], no definitive connection could be established between a
particular language (Java, PHP, Perl) and the security of the resulting
code; rather, the way a platform was used trumped the nature of
the platform itself [68]. Nonetheless, a later study found a higher
injection rate of vulnerabilities in applications written in PHP than
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in other programming languages [19]. In another study, researchers
could not find a meaningful difference between the use of Spring or
JSF as a framework to develop more secure software [27, 58].

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Limitations
It is important to note that even though our intention has been to
take as many developer problems into consideration as possible, we
do not claim we have not missed some. We remind the reader again
that the set we have presented here should be viewed as a beginning
for a new comprehensive way of thinking about systematization of
knowledge in developer centered security to be perfected by future
researchers. Additionally, we have not provided our assessment
of the generalizability of the results of the cited studies given the
demographics of the samples.

4.2

Developed Framework

In Fig 1, we depicted a comprehensive picture of challenges and their
interrelationships. By systematizing the current literature, we have
found that SSE is affected by many factors that can be categorized
into Human, Organizational, and Technological. These factors appear to influence each other directly and indirectly. According to our
systematization, organizational dimensions have the most interplay
with other areas (see the arrows in Fig 1). Among areas of challenges,
this figure shows that analysis tools, attitude and perceptions, knowledge, and deterrents, respectively, are the top challenges affected
by other challenges. It seems that role of individuals, requirements
and policies, knowledge, attitudes, and organizational culture, in
that order, have the greatest influence on the other challenges. This
Fig 1 is the current landscape of challenges found by researchers.
Although this does not mean that the relationships not drawn do not
exist (e.g., Discussed in [38] about APIs’ interactions with other
technological factors).
This framework would help to find some patterns for future research directions. We found that some areas of challenges play a
more important role because they have effects on many other factors. To illustrate: (1) managers play important roles by forming
organizational culture, enforcing policies, influencing developers’
mindsets by sharing their mindset and decision-making, and setting
priorities (section 3.2.5, section 3.1.2); (2) organizations’ culture,
developers’ knowledge, and experience influence developers’ attitudes and perceptions (section 3.1.5, section 3.2.1, section 3.1.2); (3)
attitudes and perceptions act as motives or deterrents for developers
(section 3.1.3); (4) knowledge of security and tools is associated
with the use of code analysis tools (section 3.1.5, section 3.3.2); (5)
organizational factors, such as policies and culture, are linked to
developers’ knowledge, tool adoption, and attitudes toward secure
software development (section 3.2.2, section 3.2.1).
This framework would help to find potential spots where developers could be hindered by challenges. The framework shows some
interactions between different areas, which represent interesting findings that need future work. For instance, there is a loop between
online platforms, learning strategies, and knowledge,16 as discussed
16
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in section 3.1.6 concerning the learning strategies that influence
developers’ knowledge. Also, the knowledge correlates with how
developers use online platforms. As noted in section 3.3.3, developers used online platforms to gain knowledge. Observing such loops
(Fig 2) could explain why some measures are not effective when
developers are trapped in such loops, the security of the software
could decrease; on the other hand, this could be an opportunity to
help developers to improve the security of their software.
Soon after we finished our review, we found a couple of new
research expanding developers challenges (e.g., [55, 78, 87]) that
discussed new challenges in this area. Therefore, future studies can
focus on the following: (1) Challenges that had not been identified at
the time of writing this paper. (2) New interplays between challenge
areas, such as learning strategies and the role of personalities. (3)
Loops in challenges and how they can help with developing secure
software and how they influence developers’ security-related tasks.
Building an integrated framework of challenges would benefit
academics in a variety of ways. Our findings suggest that some qualities of SSE make this area distinct from other areas in software
engineering. These qualities include security being invisible, having
a lower priority than functionality, and potentially requiring more
motivations. Additionally, there are more obstacles due to constant
changes in the security landscape and threats [91], lack of access
to security expertise [89], and a lack of documentation or information section 3.3 in comparison to functional coding. The developed
framework in this SoK aids researchers in identifying potential areas
for further research. Based on 17 identified factors and their interplay
in the previous section, we provide some examples of possible directions and recommendations to practitioners and suggest research
directions for academic researchers.
Practitioners would benefit from this systematization of knowledge in two ways: (1) To gain a better understanding of the multidimensional challenges that developers face while designing secure
software, as well as how these aspects interact. (2) To assist practitioners in understanding the big picture of difficulties while developing new policies and strategies to improve software security. The list
below outlines a theoretically ideal state to strive for according to
the best effort principle. All of these are suggestions and could be
research questions for future work.

4.3

Recommendations for Practitioners

Visibility of secure coding: Make security a visible aspect of the
software to encourage developers’ use of knowledge and sense of
responsibility. By visibility we mean measures such as making it
an obligatory part of the development process, transparently discussing the need for security, budgeting enough time for the work,
clearly assigning developers to security-related tasks, and calling for
security-related meetings. Regardless of their knowledge of security,
developers are reluctant to apply their knowledge when security
is “invisible” (section 3.2.2, section 3.1.2). Therefore, developers
should be provided with more visible incentives for SSE. Another
problem created by the lack of visibility is having outdated software
due to a lack of clarity on who is responsible for upgrading the product (section 3.3.4). Therefore, more visibility is needed about who is
responsible for upgrading the product after release. Finally, shortage
of time is an obstacle for developers, acting as a deterrent for SSE
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(section 3.1.2, section 3.1.3, section 3.2.3). More visibility is needed
for explicitly allocating time in project budgets for engineering more
secure software.
Policy/Culture/Strategies: To have secure software, organizational
policy, culture, and strategies can assist developers. Favorable organizational structure, policies, and culture, and concrete plans for
security have been shown to assist developers in SSE (section 3.1.3,
section 3.2). Organizations need to consider SSE in designing each
of these aspects of the organization. Lack of sense of responsibility
for software security correlates with less SSE, whereas professionally responsible developers are motivated to increase their expertise,
awareness, and completion of security-related tasks (section 3.2.4,
section 3.1.3, section 3.1.2). It should be made clear to developers that security is their responsibility even if they have dedicated
“security experts” in their team or organization.
Communication and collaborations with other stakeholders in an
organization can lead to more SSE. Poor communication between
developers and security directors, consultants, or experts can delay
fixing vulnerabilities (section 3.2.6). Therefore, promote a culture
in which developers feel safe acknowledging, reporting, and fixing
security vulnerabilities in their code. Additionally, according to
the literature, the support provided by other people or interactions
with them in the chain of SSE is associated with the promotion of
security mindsets, increases in developers’ self-efficacy, learning
about vulnerabilities, improvements in developers’ understanding
of vulnerabilities, more skilled use of tools, more motivation, and
overall more secure code (section 3.2.6, section 3.2.5, section 3.1.3,
section 3.1.6). Organizational strategies can facilitate collaborations
and interactions between developers and security experts.
Capitalize on specific personality traits. Research suggests that
people with a high degree of curiosity or open-mindedness tend to
outperform others in secure software development (section 3.1.1).
Therefore, paying attention to these traits when recruiting software
developers will amplify efforts to improve software security. Also,
open-mindedness can make up for insufficient security experience
and would help to avoid being trapped in APIs’ blindspots (section 3.2.6, section 3.1.1). Cultures could be promoted in which developers practice or engage in open-mindedness activities to think
critically about their work and be open to vulnerabilities reported
by others.
Employ organizational factors to support human factors in improving SSE. Attitudes, mindsets, and perceptions steer developers’
decision-making and actions toward engineering more secure software (section 3.1.2, section 3.1.3). To this end, organizations can
develop strategies to facilitate the cultivation of security mindsets
among developers through training, culture, policies, etc. Moreover,
motivations and deterrents count as important factors that influence
other factors, such as attitudes and mindsets, use of tools, and forming security culture. In this realm, intrinsic motivations seem to have
the upper hand in swaying developers toward SSE (section 3.1.3, section 3.2.1). It is in the hands of the organizations to promote and/or
facilitate the development of intrinsic motives toward security (e.g.,
enjoying doing security-related tasks).
Finally, research suggests that a better understanding of analysis
tools leads to higher adoption rates and trust in the tools’ abilities
to find bugs. Considering all benefits of using analysis tools, such
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as facilitating finding security vulnerabilities, security-centered policies could reduce the barriers caused by such tools (section 3.3.2,
section 3.1.5, section 3.2.2). Companies should design policies that
make developers more familiar with analysis tools and encourage
more usage. For example, companies can make tools available for
all developers, regardless of their professional expertise, or reward
developers who help others in using these tools.
Knowledge and learning: Encourage developers to improve their
knowledge and experience. Having security knowledge correlates
with tool adoption. Shortage of knowledge with the inability to implement security measures, mistakenly believing the code is secure, and
lack of understanding of threats finally make developers frustrated
so that they may choose easy but insecure options, e.g., copying
and pasting insecure code from Stack Overflow (section 3.1.5, section 3.3.3). If the organization hires developers without security
knowledge, developers should be provided with opportunities and incentives to gain, maintain, and apply such knowledge. Another way
of learning is through experience. Learning from experience counted
as a way developers, hackers, and testers learned about security vulnerabilities (section 3.1.6). Companies should help developers gain
experience with vulnerabilities and investigate security incidents,
for instance, by assigning new developers to investigations of vulnerabilities of the developed software and related security incidents,
or motivating developers to learn about others’ experiences with
vulnerabilities.
Support: Support developers by providing them with adequate tools
and human resources. Developers need to have sufficient expertise
to use SATs. Also, they face many challenges that require help in
using tools. A reason developers use Stack Overflow to find solutions
for security-related problems is that they receive quick responses
without negative social judgment (section 3.3.2, section 3.3.3). Developers should be supported when using analysis tools by providing
access to experts to ask their questions about the tools or whenever
they need guidance in using them. Expert support needs to be easily
available, quick, and without any criticism. Furthermore, considering developers’ needs in different projects and development phases,
they need different levels of warnings and information in SATs.
Organizations can provide resources (section 3.3.2, section 3.2.3).
Organizations should choose analysis tools that support different
levels of detail and speed, have customization options, and have
user-friendly interfaces or outputs.

4.4

Avenues for Academic Research

Our literature analysis sheds light on the landscape of developers’
challenges and offers the academic community future avenues of
research. While there is a long list of potential research, we focus
here on the existing need for research that, if investigated, would
contribute the most to the state of the art and practice in SSE.
Experience: The role of experience in SSE must be explored further.
Research suggests that overconfidence could lead to vulnerabilities
(section 3.1.1 & section 3.1.2). More research is needed to understand the link between the amount of developers’ work experience
and overconfidence, as well as how it can be reduced. More importantly, due to the lack of clarity about the role of experience (section 3.1.5), more investigation of the relationship between different
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types of experience (e.g., work, tool use, language, etc.) and the ability to engineer secure software is necessary. Also, as some research
suggests, security training is not a significant factor in preventing
vulnerabilities (section 3.1.5); more investigation is necessary to
understand why education is not working and how developers’ education can be adjusted or even reformed to increase the positive
impact on the security of engineered software.
Learning strategies: More research is needed to determine the most
effective learning strategies for SSE. As the demography of developers is shifting toward developers with a wide variety of educational
backgrounds [66], we need to know which learning strategies could
be more effective for such demographics. To bridge this gap, the
academic community needs to consider findings related to: (1) the
common practice of using unofficial resources such as Stack Overflow (section 3.3.3), (2) how developers who used official resources
were able to develop more secure code than those who used unofficial resources(section 3.3.3), (3) how developers have difficulties
in finding a correlation between theorized vulnerabilities that they
had learned about in school and the security problem at hand (section 3.1.6). Therefore, more research is needed to understand how
teaching “on the spot” needs to be provided.
Code examples in tools: With the use of code examples from diverse
sources, more studies are needed to determine how developers use
these examples. Code examples appear to play an important role in
SSE (section 3.3.1, section 3.3.2). Developers might greatly benefit
from usable, effective, and secure code examples in the documentation of APIs and protocols, as well as in the notifications produced
by analysis tools in particular. Developers usually use code examples from online sources, and many of those examples could have
vulnerabilities (section 3.3.3). Some of the most promising questions
to investigate in the context of SSE are: What code examples are
useful? How are developers using code examples? And what are
developers’ challenges with using them?
Focus on demographics: It seems that comparing developers to either end users or students in studies on software security can be
counterproductive. One position paper provided a research agenda
for developer studies by considering lessons learned from usable
security for end users [5]. This is a good starting point for developercentered studies, but this type of comparison is associated with limitations [66]. To understand these limitations, Gorski et al. [39] drew
the attention of API developers to the fact that, from the developers’
point of view, “end-user centered security warning guidelines cannot
be applied directly” for designing warnings for developers. Applying
findings about end-users to the context of developer-centered security could cause researchers to miss some important aspects such as
organizational factors (section 3.2), motivations (section 3.1.3), tool
availability, and requirements related to tools (section 3.3), etc., resulting in them not fully understanding the situations that developers
find themselves in. For this reason, students cannot be used in studies that aim to fully understand professional developers’ challenges
in SSE, which is one of the major concerns related to developer
studies [5, 27, 57–60]. As shown in Fig 1, organizational dimensions (e.g., culture, policies ) have significant influence on SSE for
professional developers, which is not the case for students.
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While some studies have suggested using students instead of
professional developers, due to the access difficulties, several findings (section 3.1.5, section 3.2.2, section 3.1.6, section 3.1.3, section 3.3.2) suggest that differences between these two demographics
undercut the argument in favor of their similarity as subjects. Finally,
we would like to echo the finding of Naiakshina et al. [57] as they
discovered that company developers could develop more secure software than students, which could be a result of the company context
as a possible key factor. Therefore, further research is needed to
examine the differences between students and developers.
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Figure 1: The framework of developers’ challenges and their interplay. In this framework, ovals are identified areas of challenge
(human dimensions: orange,organizational dimensions: blue, and technological dimensions: green). Arrows indicate correlations
between the areas of challenge. These correlations can be one or more of the following: (1) challenges are linked, (2) one negatively
affects the other,
positively
affects the
other, and
(4) their
one interplay.
causes new
in theareother
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Fig. 1. (3)
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framework, ovals
identified
areas
challenge
(human
interactions dimensions:
showed by orange,organizational
an arrow in the framework,
see
the
related
challenge
descriptions.
dimensions: blue, and technological dimensions: green). Arrows indicate correlations between the
areas of challenge. These correlations can be one or more of the following: (1) challenges are linked, (2) one negatively affects the other,
(3) one positively affects the other, (4) one causes new challenges in the other area. For more details about the interactions showed by an
arrow in the framework, see the related challenge descriptions.
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Figure 3: Search strategy.
Fig. 3. Search strategy.
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17

13

03

05

Interview-UX designers, developers, ...-20
online study-Freelance developers-43
Interview-dev, students-14,12+focus group 7 researchers+survey,50 dev
Online lab study-Students, Freelancers, & developers-36
1.5 years of observationl study (ethnographic study)
Walkthrough, user study-developers-12
Survey-developers-311
94submissions of four BIBIFI contests
Survey-developers-335
Interview-app sec. experts-12
Survey-developers-123
survey,interview-GitHub developers-133,15
Analysis and evaluation of Stack Overflow posts
lab study-sec. experts, computer scientists, managers-43
Analysis of 280 Stack Overflow questions
Interview-managers, developers, tester-7
Ethnographic studies (sets of workshops-developers-70+
Study on Stack Overflow
Lab study-freelancer developers-40
Survey-developers-73
Interview, workshops -sec. experts, developers-15,3 teams
Semi structured interview-developers-13
Interview-developers-13
Interview-bank entities-7, survey-developers-20 noinfo
Semi structured interview-mix-21
Empirical study on Stack Overflow posts
Online task study-developers, students-70,39
Study on Stack Overflow
Lab study-Students, developers-5,5
Semi structured interview-sec. experts-32
Interview-testers,hackers-25
Survey-developers-308
Lab study-developers-10
Analysis of 217,818 Stack Overflow posts
Controlled experiment study-developers-256
Survey-developers-295
Online experimental study-developers-307
Analysis and evaluation of 22 open source Android apps
Survey-developers-203
Study on Stack Overflow
survey, survey, observation, interview-mix-15,12,23,15
Interview-sec. experts-12
Lab study-students-20
Survey, lab experiment-developers-295,54
Three pilot workshops-developers-18
Three organizations studied
Interview, Survey-developers-5, 375
survey, survey-developers-11,37
Evaluation of work by 116 teams of three BIBIFI contests
Observation behaviour-developers-13 noinfo
In-situ evaluation- Google developers
Two field study-students-72
Survey, survey-developers-14, 61 noinfo
Semi structured interview, Survey-developers, mix-13, 228
Survey-developers-47
Interview-developers-42
Semi structured interview-developers-42
Online tasks-developers-30
Empirical Study
Interview-developers-14
Lab study-developers-20
Lab study-students, developers-18, 9
Lab study-Sturtup developers, freelancers-19, 8
Interview-developers-12
Semi structured interview-majority developer-10
Semi structured interview-developers-15
User study-developers-700+
3 field study-developers-27
Lab study-developers-34
Survey,interview-developers-400+, 12
Lab study-students-12
Survey-systems professionals (includes developers)-184

Table 1: The list of all reviewed publications grouped by theme (we were referring to professional developers by the term developers
or dev). In this table, the greyed cells indicate that those papers have been cited on that specific area of challenge.

